MASTER'S DEGREE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
ACADEMIC YEAR 2017-18
Admitted Academic Commission 13/07/2017

ARIA GARCIA, LUIS CARLOS
BAUTISTA CORTIELLA, XAVIER
CALAVIA PANDO, JUAN
CUESTA OLESTI, DANIEL*
FERNÁNDEZ I TOLÓS, MÓNICA
FORMIGA BOSCH, FERRAN
FORTÍN MARADIAGA, JOSÉ DANILO
GIRBAU XALABARDER, JOAQUIM
GORDILLO VILCA, YOMELLY BERTHA
GOUVEIA MARTINHO GOMES, VASCO
GOYTORTUA ORTEGA, JUAN MIGUEL
HERRERO YBERN, DAVID*
LARA GARCIA, ALEJANDRA
LLAMAS LLAMAS, NICOLÁS*
MARÍN BELTRAN, MERITXELL
MARTINEZ SOLANA, MARC
PARAREDA ORIOL, SERGI
PEÑARANDA IBÁÑEZ, CÉSAR*
PEREZ PALOU DE COMASEMA, LLUIS*
PIJOAN ANIORTE, CLÀUDIA
PLANELLS TORRES, MARIANO
PUIG MARTINEZ, DANIEL
QUINTERO REYES, RUDDY MICHELLE
TALLERO MARTÍ, CLÀUDIA*
ZHANG, XIWEN

(*) Pending accreditation of bachelor’s degree.

Minimum grade to access: 5,131

Not admitted

46408070 reason: academic profile not appropriate

Complaints against resolutions issued by the Academic Commission of the programme
must be addressed to the rector by means of an appeal, within a period of one month
from the day following the reception of the resolution of said Academic Commission.

Barcelona 24 de julio de 2017

Carlos Oriol Gorjón
Academic Comission secretary